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Land of lush greenery, backwaters, beaches, refreshing hill stations, exquisite culture and traditions,
luxurious hotels and resorts, Kerala is the place of lifetime. Drenched in the heavenly natural beauty
and alluring sightseeing spots, the lovely state located along the picturesque shore of the Arabian
Sea, offer truly wonderful vacation to enjoy and celebrate every precious moment with familyâ€™s
member with joy and happiness.

Kerala is one such state whose enigmatic charm and beauty is indefinable. The lush green hill
station that changes its hues with the every change is season engulfs the heart of the tourist with
exciting memories. Hill stations of Kerala are evergreen gem of the state tourism and they are the
most preferred destination for holidays.

Highlighting more about the wonderful places to visit in Kerala, visitors to this state can enjoy
remarkable holidays exploring the various sightseeing spots, waterfalls, spice plantation, tea
gardens, swift flowing river and more. Kerala is the land of sheer wonderment and more specific it is
the ideal destination to enjoy nature tours, honeymoon holidays and vacation with family members
with full of joy and happiness.

Kerala tourist places are many and so tourist can enjoy their vacations according to their will and
preferences with ultimate experiences. Some of the important and highlighted destinations to visit
during kerala tours or during Kerala holidays are listed as under.

Top Places to Visit during Holidays on Kerala Visit

Wayanad

Located in the north eastern part of Kerala amongst the splendid mountains, Wayanad is the place
that you will love to visit again and again. It is a lovely destination where tourist can enjoy
memorable vacations with an exciting experience, exploring the astounding tourism attractions.
Wayanad is very popular for its scenic and scintillating hill stations, picturesque sightseeing spots
and more importantly cool and pleasant weather conditions. Banasura Dam, Edakkal Caves,
Wayanad Wildlife Sanctuary, Begur Wildlife Sanctuary, Chembra Peak, Kuruva Island, etc. These
are some of the wonderful places that are worth visiting during Wayanad tours and travels.

Munnar Tour

Located at the confluence of the three Mountain Rivers, Munnar is a picturesque hill station gifted
with scintillating natural beauty, vast stretches of tea gardens and fascinating wildlife parks and
sanctuaries that magnets great number of holiday makers from across the globe. Some of the ideal
destination that are worth to visit are Attukal, Devikulam, Pothamedu, Nyayamakad, Eravikulam
National Park, etc. These places are exotically beautiful and offer and are the ideal gateway to enjoy
vacation in Munnar with outstanding experiences of lifetime.

Kumarakom and Alleppey Tours

Kumarakom and Alleppey are also very popular and famous. Gifted with the serene charm and
beauty of the nature, these two wonderful places Kumarakom and Alleppey are more popular as the
top back water destination of Kerala, India. These backwater destinations are globally famous and
are ideal gateway to explore and look inside the heart stirring beauty of Kerala, India.
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So what are you waiting for? Pack your bag and visit to this exquisite land of Kerala and enjoy
remarkable tours in Kerala with outmost happiness and joy.
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